
Throughout its existence, the Institution has sought to 
be a forward looking professional institution, “seeking 
to identify and respond to the continuing and often fast 

changing professional needs of its members and the profession 
it serves”. I believe that the Institution has been successful in 
this aim but is very much aware that such success must not 
lead to complacency. 

As the President, Professor R W Birmingham, noted in his 
presentation at the 2018 AGM, the Institution has no right to 
expect or assume that those who are involved in the design, 
construction or maintenance of marine vessels and structures 

will automatically become or remain members of the Institution. The Institution must 
continually ask if it is providing the service which its members want today and in the future. 
It is as necessary for a professional institution as it is for a commercial company to ask if it is 
providing value for money to its members and what they expect from their Institution. Does 
membership provide value for the membership fee?

Identifying the changing needs and expectations has and will continue to come largely from 
the feedback of its members. Such feedback may be informal, such as the comments I receive 
from the many members I have the opportunity to meet at conferences, maritime shows, 
Branch meetings, or visits to university and industry. In a more structured way, it may come 
from the new Maritime Group Forums or through the Institution’s standing committees, or 
most recently through the major Membership Survey competed at the end of last year. 

As reported by the President at the AGM, this Survey has formed the basis of Stage 1 of 
the Strategic Review which the Board has initiated. Members were asked for their views on 
what would be the Objectives of the Institution in 2050, and how those Objectives will be 
achieved. Stage 2 of the Strategic Review will seek to identify what practical changes will be 
required if the Institution is to identify and respond to the continuing and often fast changing 
professional needs of its members and the profession it serves. This work will be done by 
a number of Working Groups. Stage 2 will complete in January 2019 when the results will  
be published. 

I am grateful to those members who took the time to complete the Membership Survey, 
but of course, I welcome members’ views at any time, in any form – they do not need to wait 
for a survey!

Trevor Blakeley 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S COLUMN
IN THIS ISSUE

2018 AGM

The 2018 Annual General Meeting was 

held on 12 April 2018 at the Institution’s 

Headquarters, when elections to Council 

and the award of medals and prizes were 

announced. The Institution congratulates 

those whose achievements were 

recognised by the awards.

In his presentation to members, the 

President looked back at the Institution’s 

achievements over the past 12 months, 

and the future of the Institution, being 

addressed by the Strategic Review.

2018 Annual Dinner

The 2018 Annual Dinner was held on  

12 April at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, 

London, when the winners of the Maritime 

Safety Award and the Maritime Innovation 

Award were announced.

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor include the offer 

for purchase of a copy of the 1905 

Transactions of the Institution of Naval 

Architects – the proceeds to go to Oxfam.

Branch and Section News

Section and Branch activities in Australia, 

India and the UAE are reported.

People in the News

RINA Student Awards at universities in 

Athens, Genoa, Tasmania, Singapore 

and Gdansk are published. The Institution 

congratulates all Student Members 

receiving these awards on their 

achievements.

CPD

A member writes about the importance 

of maintining professional competence 

through Cont inuing Profes ional 

Development activities.
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Over 250 members, companies 
and their guests attended the 
Institution’s 2018 Annual Dinner 

at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, London.  
The President of the Institution, Professor 
Richard Birmingham introduced the 
speakers, Mr David Dingle, Chairman of 
Carnival UK and also Chairman of Maritime 
UK, and the Rev Phillip Edell, Chaplain to  
the Mission to Seafarers in Dunkirk.

At the Dinner, the President announced 
the winners of the Maritime Safety Award 
and the Maritime Innovation Award.

Photos of the Dinner may be viewed and 
downloaded at: 
https://www.dropbox.com/
sh/sdax11g5ggu1nv8/
AAD_7TyzlbuPZwG7NAjvVC8Xa?dl=0 

The Institution’s Maritime Safety 
Award, presented in conjunction 
with Lloyd’s Register, recognises 

the significant contribution made by 
either an individual or an organisation to 
the improvement of safety at sea.

The 2017 Maritime Safety Award for 
individual achievement was presented to 
Professor Jin Wang of the Department of 
Maritime and Mechanical Engineering 
at Liverpool John Moores University for  
his  significant contribution over many 
years to the improvement of the safety 

of life at sea, and to ASC Shipbuilding 
for the work of its Emergency Response 
Group and the Electrical and Controls 
Team in developing an integrated fire 
detection and broadcasting system to 
improve the safety of both the workforce 
and the ship during construction.

The Award was presented by Joanna 
Pohorski of Lloyd’s Register.

Professor Wang was unable to attend the 
Annual Dinner to receive his Award.

The Institution’s Maritime Innovation Award, which 
is presented in conjunction with QinetiQ, recognises 
outstanding scientific or technological research by 

an individual or organisation in the areas of hydrodynamics, 
propulsion, structures and material, and which offers the 
potential to make significant improvements in the design, 
construction and operation of marine vessels and structures.  

The 2017 Maritime Innovation  Award was awarded  to GustoMSC 
BV for  their Moon Pool design.

The Award was presented by Richard Powell of QinetiQ Maritime.

Details of both the Maritime Safety and Maritime Innovation 
Awards may be found on the Institution’s website.

ANNUAL DINNER

Maritime Safety Award

Maritime Innovation 
Award

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXRINA AFFAIRS

Guests at the 2018 Annual Dinner

Matt Sinnett-Jones of ASC Shipbuilding 
receives the 2017 Maritime Safety Award

GustoMSC BV 
receive the 
2017 Mariitime 
Innovation Award
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Professor R W Birmingham was elected 
as the President of the Institution and 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees.

The following members were elected/
re-elected as members of Council:

Vice President
T Allan
Fellows
J Frier

S C Rusling
A Subhani
M d’Amico

I K A P Utama
D N Monioudis

Members
B Low

Y Sarac-Williams
Associates
N d’Hubert

Associate Members
M H Ghaemi

The three-year term of office for these 
members commenced on completion of 
the AGM.

The 2018 Annual General Meeting was held at the Institution’s Headquarters on Thursday, 11 April.  Members were 
welcomed to the AGM by Vice President, Professor D A Andrews, who chaired the meeting until the election of the 
successor to Mr T Boardley, whose resignation as President before the end of his term of office was announced in the last 

issue of RINA Affairs. 

Elections to 
Council

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Professor R W Birmingham opened his Report by stating that his predecessors as 
President had all spoken on this occasion of the sense of honour they felt at becoming 
the President of this fine Institution with its rich history, and of being even a small 

part of that history.  He very much shared that sense of honour as the President of the Royal 
Institution of Naval Architects and Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and thanked the 
members for entrusting him with the responsibility.   

In his Report, he reflected on the Institution’s achievements over the past year, and looked 
forward to what changes and activities members can expect over the next twelve months 
and beyond. During the year, he reported an increase in membership, and the continuing 
need for the Institution to demonstrate the value of membership to both members and their 
employers. He referred to the Institution’s continuing encouragement of the involvement 
of the younger members of the profession in its activities. He noted the active Branch and 
Section programmes and paid tribute to the work of the members of their Committees as 
well as those on the Institution’s Councils and standing Committees, all of whom who give 
freely of their time.

He reported that as in 1860, “promoting and facilitating the exchange of technical and 
scientific information … thereby to improve the design of ships” had continued to be the aim 
of the Institution over the past twelve months – an aim which it had successfully achieved 
through its publications and its conferences. 

In looking to the future, he reported that the Board had embarked upon a Strategic Review 
of the Institution, with the years to 2050 as its scope.  Phase 1 of the Review, to determine the 
future Objectives of the Institution, was completed last year, and Phase 2 to determine any 
necessary changes to the means by which the Objectives are achieved was now underway.  

He stated that the Membership Survey completed towards the end of 2017 had showed a 
high level of satisfaction with the role and activities of the Institution, with 94% of members 
who completed the Survey feeling that the current Objectives were correct and would 
continue to be relevant for the foreseeable future. However, the Survey also confirmed the 
need to review the means by which these Objectives would be achieved and to identify the 
changes that would be needed in order to reflect the changes in the maritime industry and 
the professional needs of the members. Stage 2 of the Strategic Review will be carried out by 
a number of Working Groups focussing on specific Objectives.

He concluded his Report by again thanking members for the honour and confidence they 
had shown in electing him as the President and Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and 
inviting general discussion of his Report.

In response to a question regarding the resignation of the previous President, the President 
replied that the Board was currently reflecting on the detailed information recently and 
subsequently  provided by Mr Boardley in amplification of his views of the governance of the 
Institution by the Board which he had stated in his resignation.  The President stated that it 
was too soon to comment on the outcome of the Board’s consideration of that information or 
take any action which might be required.

The full President and Chairman’s Report will be published on the Institution’s website.
The President closed the AGM and reminded members that following the post AGM 

presentation by Dr Allan Murphy, lunch would again be sponsored by Newcastle University, 
whom he thanked for their generosity.

Report by the President and  
Chairman of the Board

On completion of the AGM, Dr Allan 
Murphy of Newcastle University gave 
a presentation entitled “Where there’s 
smoke there’s fire! – Research initiatives for 
reducing exhaust emissions from ships”.

Haysmacyntyre were appointed as the 
Institution’s Auditors for 2017-2018.

Presentation by  
Dr Allan Murphy

Appointment of  
Auditors
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Award of Medals and Prizes

The following award of medals and 
Prizes was announced:

The Institution’s Medal for 
papers of distinction, published in the 2017 
Transactions, is awarded to:

E Lataire and M Vantorre for their paper 
Hydrodynamic interaction between ships and 
restricted waterways.

J Alavimehr, M R Davis, J Lavroff, D S 
Holloway and G A Thomas for their paper 
Response of a high-speed wave piercing 
catamaran to an active ride control system.

The Jeom Paik Prize for the best paper 
on the subject of structures published by 
an author under the age of 30 in the 2017 
Transactions was awarded to J C Rigby for 
his paper Shock resilience of structural pillars 
in naval vessels.

The Wakenham Prize for the best 
general paper published in the 2017 
Transactions by a member under the age 
of 30 is awarded to S Sezen for his paper 
Backstepping control of nonlinear roll 
motion for a trawler with fin stabilizer.

The W H C Nicholas Prize for the best 
paper on a design-related subject published 
by an author under the age of 30 in the 2017 
Transactions was awarded to Y Wang for her 
paper Experimental investigation into factors 
affecting the transient flow of fluid through an 
orifice in realistic conditions.

The Austin Farrar Prize for the best paper 
published in the 2017 Transactions by a 
member under the age of 30 on the subject of 
small craft is awarded to G Vergassola for his 
paper A Simplified Method for the Evaluation 
of Inertial Loads on Sailing Yachts.

The Ian Telfer Prize for the best paper on 
an environment-related subject published 
by an author under the age of 30 in the 2017 
Transactions was awarded to A Boveri and 

A. Margarita for their paper Decision support 
system for power generation management for 
110,000+ GRT cruise ship. 

The David Goodrich Prize for the best 
paper presented at the 2017 Warships 
Conference was awarded to M Cook, 
M Thody & D Garrett for their paper “I 

didn’t see that coming: The Perils of 
Underwater Automation”. 

The 2017 Small Craft Group Medal 
is awarded to Professor R M Cripps in 
recognition of his lifetime contribution to 
the advancement of design, construction and 
safety in the small craft sector.

On behalf of the Board of 
Trustees ,  the  Treasurer 
presented the summarised 

Statement of Financial Affairs for the 
year ending 30 September 2017. 

The Treasurer reminded members 
that the full version of the Statement of 

Financial Affairs is available from the 
Chief Executive.

The Annual Report of the Board and 
Summarised Financial Statement is 
published on the Institution’s website.

He concluded his report by stating 
that the auditors had expressed their 

satisfaction in the manner in which the 
Institution’s Accounts were presented.  
The Board had therefore approved the 
Annual Accounts as presented in the 
Statement of Financial Affairs, a copy 
of which had also been submitted to the 
Charities Commission.

Report by the Treasurer

Y Wang received the W H C Nicholas Prize G Vergassola received the Austin Farrar Prize

M Cook, M Thody 
& D Garrett 
receive the David 
Goodrich Prize
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A  view from a member

Every day we are confronted with 
decisions, some of great economic 
or safety importance. It is in the 

nature of professional engineering that 
as we get more senior there are fewer 
people with eyes on to what we are doing. 
Our accountability to others, whether 
senior managers, customers, or the 
general public, begins to translate into 
accountability to ourselves for ensuring 

that we are competent to address 
decisions we take.

How do we manage this accountability? 
Taking the lead from organisational systems 
like budgetary control, quality management 
and project management, it is about applying 
the plando-check-act model (PDCA) to our 
own competence. As we see the increasing 
demand by the Engineering Council and 
PEIs for recording Continuous Professional 
Development (CPD) among professional 
engineers, we should be mindful of the 

benefits it has of a ready-made system of 
PDCA and a means of giving account of 
our competence to take a decisions, should 
it ever be called on.

The Engineering Council has produced a 
video on the importance of Continuing 
Professional Development. The video, 
which is applicable both registered and 
non registered members, can be viewed 
at: http://www.engc.org.uk/news/videos/
continuing-professional-development-cpd/ 

The Institution may request to see a member’s CPD Plan and 
Record at any time. A member will also be required to provide 
evidence of CPD activity, eg when applying for transfer to Fellow 
or subject to disciplinary action.

The Engineering Council requires that members registered as 
CEng, IEng or EngTech routinely report their CPD achievement 
over the previous twelve months to the Institution. Members will 

be advised when such a Report is due and they are required to 
complete and return the Report Form which will be forwarded. 
Alternatively, members may submit their Report online.

www.rina.org.uk/CPDReport (Online)
www.rina.org.uk/p/1/CPDAchievementReportForm.docx 
(MSWord file)

The Institution requires that all 
members in employment should 
maintain a Record of their 

Continuing Professional Development, 
which should include CPD Activities, a 
CPD Plan for future development and 
supporting documentation.

The Institution does not prescribe 
the format of the CPD Record which 
for some members it may be required 
to keep in accordance with a company’s 
required format. The Institution’s CPD 
Record in MSWord format is therefore 
not mandatory, but is recommended. 

It may be modified to meet a member’s 
individual needs. 

The CPD Record template may be 
downloaded at: www.rina.org.uk/res/
CPDRecord.docx An example of typical 
entries are at www.rina.org.uk/p/1/
CPDRecordExample.pdf 

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Reporting CPD Achievement

CPD Record

“Who am I to take this decision?”

THOUGHT FOR THE 
MONTH

The ship that will not obey the 

helm will have to obey the rocks.   

English Proverb

I went down with the ship but I 

kept my mouth shut so I didn’t 

drown like the rest of them. 

Unknown

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
1905 Transactions of the Institution 
of Naval Architects
Sir: I am a volunteer at the Oxfam 
bookshop, Teignmouth. We have received 
a donation of the above volume of the 
Transactions of the Institution of Naval 
Architects, Volume 47, Part 1, 1905, 
in near fine condition, and wondered 
whether any of your members would be 

interested in purchasing it from us.  Any 
proceeds would of course go to Oxfam.

If interested, please contact Mr Joe 
Gallagher, bookshop manager, at: 
oxfamshop3232@oxfam.org.uk. 

Barry Grimster
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The 2017 RINA – Greek Shipping 
Co-operative Committee (GSCC) 
Award has been presented to Foivos 
Perdikaris, whose thesis “Validation 
and optimization of chemical kinetics 

mechanisms of methane combustion 
for marine engine conditions” was 
considered to be the best final year  
thesis at the National Technical 
University of Athens.

RINA – d’Amico Student Award
The 2017 RINA – d’Amico Student Award was presented to Sofia  Guidome whose 
thesis “Experimental Analysis Of Air-Bubble Lubrication Effect On Ship Resistance” was 
considered to be the best final year thesis at the Department of Naval Architecture at 
the University of Genoa.

The 2018 RINA – KORAB Student 
Award for the best final year 
thesis at Faculty of Ocean Eng. 

and Ship Technology of the Technical 
University of Gdansk was presented 
to Hanna Pruszed ko for her thesis 
entitled “Optimization of foils for small 

solar-powered hydrofoil using CFD” 
(Optymalizacja płatów nośnych małego 
wodolotu zasilanego energią słoneczną 
przy użyciu narzędzi CFD.)

Also commended for their thesis were 
Rafał Gieras imczyk,  Krzysztof 
Kopczyk and Krzysztof Wołoszyk.

RINA – DSTO 
Student Award

The 2018 Royal Institution of Naval 
Architects / Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation Prize for 

the best team project in the unit Design 
Project in the Bachelor of Engineering 
degree course at the Australian Maritime 
College was awarded to Linying Chen, 
Dylan Van Drunen, Jaikob Norman, Patrick 
White and Jordan Chapman for their project 
“Design of a Fireboat”.

The 2018 RINA – Keppel Student  for 
the best presentation of the Marine Ship 
Design Project in the Marine and Offshore 
Technology Diploma Course at Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic has been presented to: Jonathan 
Leong Choon Kiat, Yeo Ke Fan Denverston, 
Ang Chia Chee and Er Soon Yang for their 
project “Offshore Topsides Systems”.

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS

RINA – KORAB Student 
Award

RINA – Keppel  
Student Award

RINA – GSCC Award
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USE OF THE RINA CREST

The Council has agreed that members may display 
the RINA crest on literature, website etc, under the 
following strict conditions:

• Members must request permission to use the crest, 
and state where it will be used.

• Only the version of the RINA crest provided by the 
Institution may be used. No variation or addition may 
be made to the crest.

• Members displaying the RINA crest are also required to 
display their membership of the Institution in text and 
by the use of the appropriate post-nominals.

• The RINA crest may only be displayed on a company 
website where the company is owned by the member 
or is a Corporate Partner member of the Institution.

• The RINA crest must not be used in a way as to state 
or imply the Institution’s endorsement of a product 
or service provided by the member.
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CDR Balakrishnan G Nair (retd),  SAIPEM India Projects Private Limited, gave a 
presentation on FPSO Design Consideration at the Department of Ocean Engineering, 
IIT Madras.

The first meeting of 2018, held in 
Dubai on 7 February 2018, saw 
over 60 attendees. Two papers 

were presented during the meeting.
John W. McKain FRINA, MIESIS, 

Global Ship-owner Newbuilding Support 
Manager and Regional Consultancy 
Manager (MEA) for Lloyd’s Register EMEA 
presented the paper Supporting Owners 
through the “Quagmire” of Regulations. 
The paper gave a general overview of the 
support given to ship-owners, presented 
along with a timeline of the upcoming 
Regulations when some of the more 
imminent or complex issues will be 
highlighted and discussed. 

David J Dubois, Business Development 
Director, Al Marakeb Boats EST – MAP 
Marine Technologies gave a product 
presentation for Marine Auto-Pilot and 
Unmanned Surface Vehicle Solution. 

Mr Dubois presented MAP-Pro, the 
unmanned vessel control System 
developed by Al Marakeb Boats and 
integration of various vessel systems to 
the control module.

Exalto Emirates, one of the largest 
providers of quality marine equipment, 
supported the event and general manager 
Mr John R.W. Paul presented a brief 
on company’s activities. More than 60 
attendees, including members and invited 
guests, were present and interacted with 
the speakers. 

Rajesh Panicker, RINA UAE Branch 
Secretary opened the proceedings of the 
evening and introduced speakers and their 
topics. Mr Ashik Subahani, Chairman 
(RINA UAE Branch) presented mementos 
from RINA-UAE Branch to the day’s 
speakers and to the supporting partner. 
The meeting was followed by dinner.

The eighteenth SMIX (Sydney Marine 
Industry Christmas) Bash was held 
on Thursday 7 December aboard the 

beautifully restored James Craig alongside 
Wharf 7, Darling Harbour, from 1730 to 
2130. The Bash was organised jointly by the 
IMarEST (Sydney Branch) and RINA (NSW 
Section). About 185 guests came from the full 
spectrum of the marine industry, including 
naval architects, marine engineers, drafters, 
boatbuilders, machinery and equipment 
suppliers, regulators, classifiers, surveyors, 
operators, managers, pilots, navigators, 

researchers, and educators. Equally 
importantly, the full spectrum of age groups 
was represented, from present students to 
the elders of the marine community.

Alex Robbins, MATV Acquisition 
Engineering Manager, Contractor to 
Defence, gave a presentation on Acquisition 
of a Multi-role Aviation Training Vessel for the 
Royal Australian Navy Multihulls to a joint 
meeting with the IMarEST attended by 43 
on 7 February in the Harricks Auditorium at 
Engineers Australia, Chatswood.

Phil Helmore

Adrian Broadbent will represent the 
Australian Division at a Roundtable, 
organised by Engineers Australia, to 
discuss how industry can find enough 
skilled workers to fulfil burgeoning 
Naval contracts, and how to adopt 
a systems engineering approach to 
achieve successful outcomes of these 
programmes.

Australian 
Division

Chennai Branch

UAE Branch

New South Wales Section

NEWS FROM THE SECTIONS AND 
BRANCHES
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